The Jokey Group is an internationally active, family-owned company involved in the plastics processing industry. Jokey is one of the leading manufacturers in the world in the field of plastic packaging development and production. The Jokey Group consists of 15 autonomous companies with production sites in 12 countries. Jokey Packaging offers an outstandingly broad standard program of buckets, tubs and trays for fillers of food and non-food items. Special sector and filling material solutions, user-friendly accessories and state-of-the-art decoration processes enable highly differentiated packaging for all purposes.

For our Production Department in Turkey we are looking for a

**R&D Engineer (m/f)**

**Your Tasks:**
- Designing, modification and improvement of plastic injection molds,
- Being in constant communication with mold makers by providing overseas coordinations
- Execution of all responsibilities of R & D department, making project product designs, ensuring effective production conditions
- Designing and making modifications for necessary modifications in molds according to the demand for change from marketing
- To increase the performances of the molds in coordination with the production department

**Your Background:**
- Educational background (university) in a Engineer Department preferred
- Experience in plastic injection mold at least 1 year
- At least one of the 3D design programs can be used at a good level (preferably NX)
- Strong analytical, factorial and qualitative technical skills
- Enthusiasm, engagement and high motivation to drive products to success
- Excellent written and spoken English language skills are required
- High level of self-organization and structured working
- Completed military service for male candidates

**Our offer:**

We offer an exciting challenge in a dynamic growing company.

Please send us your application by using our online application form and attach your complete application documents (CV, experience profile, job references, salary expectations, starting date etc.).

We look forward to hearing from you!